
to celebrate CPU Records 10 year milestone, we teamed up with the label to
release a CPU records CA-X pro-case for pocket operator. for the past 10 years,
sheffield based independent label CPU Records have been steadily producing
an eclectic catalog of electronic releases, making them synonymous with the uk
electronic music scene. 

joining the celebration is CPU artist tim koch, who has also created a set of
patches for microtonic to load and play on your PO-32 tonic. koch developed
several microtonic textural and melodic kits and patches for the pocket
operator, all of which appear in songs featured on this new album "volplaning".

you can find all the patches on our download page with a guide on how to load
them for use with microtonic and your PO-32.

download sound packs

check out CPU records releases

CPU records CA-X explore pocket operators

CHD–4, the heartbeat drum machine
OCTOBER 05, 2022

congenital heart disease is one of the most common birth defects in the world,
affecting the way the heart works and thus that child's quality and length of life.
despite its prevalence, awareness of the disease is low.

CHD–4 is a drum machine created by love hultèn to raise awareness for the
disease. using our POM modules, it "produces rhythms made using the
echocardiograms of four children with different heart defects."

each child's ecg scan revealed the shape, pace and bpm of their heartbeats.
these patterns were then transferred to the sequencer, to be played together or
separately, creating unique sounds that exemplify the irregular heartbeat of
each child.

"drum machines are defined by order – beats, pace, and rhythm. this machine
disrupts that system, the same way life is disrupted when a child is born with
congenital heart disease." - love hultèn.

CHD–4 was unveiled on world heart day (september 29) and will visit different
creators and artists throughout the fall. on valentine's day 2023, CHD–4 will be
auctioned off with all proceeds donated to hjärtebarnsfonden (swedish
heartchild foundation).

to learn more about the project and each child's story, head to
heartbeatdrummachine.com.

behind the sound pt.1: 
drums on OP–1 field

SEPTEMBER 22, 2022

the samples in any synthesizer have to come from somewhere. when creating
the cherry and lubowa drum samples for OP–1 field, we worked with our
friends at red pipe studios, recording with sound designers tobias norman and
filip sjögren.

having recording experience dating back to the 80s, tobias has seen the
sampling process go from complex floppy disk storage to OP–1 field. recently,
while he was living in uganda, we saw the opportunity for him to record
percussion instruments with local artists. here we welcomed muwanguzi james
and serugo joseph, who created the sounds that would become the lubowa
drum kit. 

MUWANGUZI JAMES AND SERUGO JOSEPH

tobias: it was really cool because there was instruments that i've never seen
before. so i had the artists play them, to feel the rhythm and how they were
arranging things... it was so much about understanding the instruments.

understanding these new percussion instruments also meant figuring out how
they would be arranged on the OP–1 keyboard, compared to a standard rock
drum kit. 

filip: what would be the bass drum? what would be the tom? where do you put
the equivalent of a kick or the snare drum so you can switch between drum kits
with the same sequencer?

tobias: with these percussion instruments, they make the different tonalities
depending on where and how they play on the the actual drum... so it is a
challenge to capture that in only twenty four notes... but i think we got the
essence of it.

RECORDING THE ‘LUBOWA’ PERCUSSION SAMPLES FOR OP–1 FIELD

when it came to the cherry drum sound, the team went to urban robertsson's
studio in stockholm to record a classic yamaha recording drum kit.

filip: david [möllerstedt] said "you can't ask someone who loves to make drum 'n'
bass to do something they don't like, so just do whatever you feel is you and we
take it from there." that was really powerful for me... i wanted to make an indie
rock kit and i felt very comfortable doing that because i could express my own
creativity.

RECORDING THE ‘CHERRY’ DRUM KIT SAMPLES FOR OP–1 FIELD

due to it's compact size, the OP–1 field's keyboard only has one sample
recorded per key, compared to a large contemporary synthesizer that would
have over 100 samples per key to account for velocity changes. but with
limitations comes a lot of possibilities.

filip: with old amiga or casio samplers, you had one shot samples. so in that
way, the OP–1 is kind of similar to that, going back to the roots. but other
modern samplers are way more complicated... they're sampled in a way that it's
ultra realistic. so to have 24 samples [for OP–1 field] and to put all your energy
into each sample, it's amazing actually.

tobias: when i did the recordings in uganda, i could really focus on capturing the
sounds as good as possible. so i brought this handmade swedish microphone
(made by jörgen thuresson)... and would walk around the room trying to capture
it... when you only need one really good sample, you can move the microphone
around and try different things and really try to maximize the feeling of the
instrument more, rather than the realism.

recording samples for OP–1 field felt fitting for the studio, having previously
worked with the original OP-1 for sound design projects from games to movies
and tv.

filip: [OP-1] has always been a really creative tool for anyone, but now the noise
floor is super low, the stereo functionality, and the usb-c is amazing actually.
tobias: I want to find tools that are a bit different, that give something new – it
has to be fun... i don't need to have the best kind of tool, i want the most fun
kind of tool. [OP–1 field] has a massive engine to create sounds in.

explore OP–1 field, and find out more about red pipe here.

around the office: mechanical engineers
SEPTEMBER 1, 2022

POSTED BY DANI ROSSI

the role of our mechanical engineers is to develop the designs made by the
design department and turn them into reality. they're the ones that ensure that
our products can be manufactured efficiently and are of lasting quality. we sat
down for a chat to dig into their process.

can you give us a rundown of what goes on in the mechanical engineering
department?

marcus: our goal is to find a path along the bumpy road of development
without compromising design and function along the way. we work as a team
with creative and open minds... i like to think we are re-inventing the wheel
every day of the week.

guffe: we're focused on every detail, getting the right feeling in every button,
steering wheel, slider, etc. and that the mechanical solutions take up minimal
space so that all electronics can be accommodated. 

astrid: the team has also developed and manufactured a lot of test equipment
at the same time as the product itself. everything from simple programming jigs
to transportation trays.

guffe: as we work with relatively small volumes, we don't have the opportunity
to build an entire factory around each product, which puts us to the test every
day!

the process of reworking OP-1 into OP–1 field was a long process, but how
did it begin? 

björn: the consumer electronics industry is constantly changing... so we're
always adapting depending on the technology and availability of parts. so we
started with a list of all the things we wanted to improve on OP-1, everything
from the way it was produced, to the end user experience. 

guffe: we built OP–1 field according to the conditions that exist in 2022 instead
of 2012, which has given us the opportunity to deliver an improved product with
more features, and a fresh look but recognizable design that works with the
other field products.

what were some of the most exciting (and challenging) improvements to
work on?

marcus: getting the correct look and surface finish on all of the plastic parts
without compromising or simplifying the design was a challenge, as well as
getting the fm antenna to work within the aluminum housing.

björn: i agree, the built in antennas are one of the bigger engineering
achievements in the OP–1 field. if you know anything about antennas, you know
that one big no-no is to put antennas inside metal casing. it was time
consuming and we had to start over a few times before nailing it, but we
managed to build in three, including the fm antenna.
one thing we really wanted to achieve was a better, deeper bass sound... the
final speaker design really pushes what's possible to achieve sound-wise when
it comes to size constraints. the display is another big achievement for us –
since we have such a specific format, we were forced to develop our own
display module that would fit into the OP–1 field. once we had the rough outline
of all the parts, we puzzled them together in the best way possible to make
room for the biggest battery we could fit, so we now get 24-hour battery life.

for the mechanical engineers, what's the red thread that ties all the field
products together?

marcus: developing efficient ways to cnc mill aluminum parts with great finish
and reliable function! we do all our prototyping, research and design in-house
with our 3D printers and 3-axis cnc mill during all stages of the development.
this means that we can iterate and take decisions in a day or two instead of
designing a part and then wait for about 3 weeks to verify the design. it's also
better for the environment and we own the knowledge in-house.

guffe: like all teenage products, nothing is done without a thought, nothing is
done half-heartedly, and nothing is done as it is usually done.
we are a great team... everyone has an incredibly high level of competence and
is passionate about what they do. the fact that the mechanical, electrical and
software engineers, work closely together (and even sit together) is a huge
strength. the speed we can make decisions and navigate through a project
would have never been possible if not for the cohesion between us all.

explore OP–1 field explore TX–6

OP–Z space invaders
AUGUST 18, 2022

POSTED BY TOBIAS VON HOFSTEN

games on OP–Z?
OP–Z is not only a powerful musical sequencer. it's also capable of running
unity 3D projects, called videopaks, for various graphical applications. there is a
large community around creating these paks, called videolab creators. one such
member is mysticalmonkeys, the creator of the space invaders videopak.

space invaders 
this videopak brings a clone of the 1978 classic shoot 'em up arcade game
space invaders to the OP–Z app.

how to install
first make sure you have downloaded and installed the official OP–Z app on one
of your devices. then visit https://gum.co/bSqcA with the same device, and
name your price to download the videopak. the pak is in the zpak format and
will auto install if you open the zpak file with the OP–Z app on your device.

start OP–Z and connect with the app. select motion and press the name of the
active videopak. then scroll and tap to find and load space invaders. you're now
ready to play the game!

note: original space invaders sounds are included in the download as a bonus
.aif file. drop this file on your OP–Z in the "samplepacks/4-fx/10" folder. while
playing space invaders, select the last samplepack on the fx track of your active
pattern (press track + fx + 0) then go back to the motion track (track + motion)
and press 0 to toggle sound effects on and off.

how to play
use the green encoder on the motion track to move around and press any
button to shoot. there are three different levels and the game will keep cycling
through until you die.

start - press any piano key
move - green encoder
fire - press any piano key

glhf!

OP–Z SPACE INVADERS BY MYSTICALMONKEYS

explore OP–Z explore videolab

TX–6 update 1.1.4
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